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Welcome to Global Refugee Studies’ newsletter.  
 

Here at GRS we aim to make our research easily accessible. With the launch of our new research-
portal VBN, it is now easy to find, access and search for our publications and activities, and you can 
use attached key words and our profile narratives to obtain a thorough overview of the staffs' core 
research areas. You can check the new design out in the section below.   
 
 
In this newsletter, we share new articles, publications and GRS’ presence in the media on current 
issues within our multi-disciplinary research capacities. We have also started this newsletter to keep 
in touch and share events held at GRS’, staff-related news and other relevant developments within 
Global Refugee Studies.  
 
We hope you enjoy the reading!  
 
Sincerely,  
The staff at GRS

 
GRS' Research  Profiles  
 

�  
28.06.19 
MICHAEL ULFSTJERNE 
Coming from the field of anthropology and with a background as an advisor in the private sector, 



Michael's work as a researcher and teacher is driven by an ambition to work across disciplines, to 
strengthen his analytical skills, and to inspire critical thinking through new learning initiatives. Visit 
his profile here 
 
 
 

�  
28.06.19 
MARTIN LEMBERG-PEDERSEN   
Through Martin's work on the European asylum, deportation and externalization politics, he seeks 
to produce in-depth research about the public and private actors and national and economic interests 
influencing  these  areas.  And  through  his  work  on  the  postcoloniality,  he  wants  to  counter  the 
pervasive tendencies of ahistoric depoliticization dominating Western thought on displacement and 
asylum practices. Visit his profile here 
 
  
 

�  
28.06.19 
ANJA KUBLITZ  
Anja’s research is driven by the overall question of how conflicts move across space and time and 
forge new political subjectivities. Since 2005 she has explored these questions through studies of 
Middle Eastern refugees in Danish housing projects. Visit her profile here 
 
 
 

�  
28.06.19 
STEFFEN JENSEN  
Through  Steffen's  research  and  advocacy  activities  he  wants  human  rights  and  development 

https://vbn.aau.dk/en/persons/136736
https://vbn.aau.dk/en/persons/martin-ingolf-lemberg-pedersen
https://vbn.aau.dk/da/persons/126208


scholars and practitioners to understand that they need to take serious every-day, urban violence as 
significant in itself.  And through his  research on gangs, radicalization and policing he wants to 
contribute to a different approach in criminal justice away from punishment. Visit his profile here  
 
 
 

�  
28.06.19 
Marlene Spanger   
Through research on labour migration, human trafficking and sex for sale, Marlene   investigates 
processes of inclusion and exclusion; how migrants, as minorities, in various ways are excluded and 
included in the receiving society in terms of discrimination and racism. She does this from a bottom 
up and a top down perspective. Visit her profile here 
 
 
 

�  
28.06.19 
Danny Raymond  
With a background as a historian, sociologist and Middle East expert with the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict as academic focal point, Danny's work as a researcher and a teacher is driven by the interest 
and  ambition  to  work  interdisciplinary,  strengthen  the  applicability  of  his  analytical  skills  and 
inspire to critical thinking. Visit his profile here  
 
 
 
N E W S  
 

�  
24.06.19 

https://vbn.aau.dk/en/persons/steffen-bo-jensen
https://vbn.aau.dk/en/persons/126744
https://vbn.aau.dk/en/persons/132827


STEFFEN JENSEN HAS CONDUCTED A FIELD WORK ON THE EFFECTS OF GANGS 
AND OTHER FORMS OF VIOLENCE IN CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA  
In May 2019, Steffen Jensen conducted fieldwork in an informal settlement in Cape Town, 
South Africa. Steffen has worked in Cape Town since 1995 and in the informal settlement 
since 2009 in the aftermath of the xenophobic violence. Read more about Steffen's field 
work and find the research project report here 
 
 
 

�  
24.06.19 
MARLENE SPANGER HAS PARTICIPATED IN THE PEOPLE’S DEMOCRATIC 
FESTIVAL (FOLKEMØDET) ON MOBILITY AND EXPLOITATION OF LABOR 
MIGRANTS 
The People’s Democratic Festival gathers Danish politicians, researchers and activists to 
debate current political issues. During the festival, Marlene Spanger was lecturing on 
labor migration and exploitation with a special focus on the agriculture and horticulture 
sectors. Read more about Marlene's participation in The People's Democratic Festival 
here 
 
 
 

�  
24.06.19 
BJØRN MØLLER HAS WRITTEN A CHAPTER IN THE JOURNAL SERIES "ADVANCES 
IN AFRICAN ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT" ON THE 
GEOPOLITICAL ASPECTS OF THE REFUGEE CRISIS AT THE GREATER HORN OF 
AFRICA  
The journal series aims to provide a broad and interactive forum of science at work for 
policymaking and to bring together African and international researchers and experts. 
With his contribution, Bjørn Møller offers an account of the refugee flows in and out of the 
Greater Horn of Africa with a special emphasis on the geopolitical aspects thereof. Read 
the entire article here  
 
 
 

https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/steffen-jensen-has-conducted-a-field-work-on-the-effects-of-gangs-and-other-forms-of-violence-in-cape-town--south-africa.cid410581
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/marlene-spanger-has-participated-in-the-people-s-democratic-festival--folkemoedet--on-mobility-and-exploitation-of-labor-migrants--.cid411025
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/bjoern-moeller-has-written-a-chapter-in-the-journal-series--advances-in-african-economic--social-and-political-development--on-the-geopolitical-aspects-of-the-refugee-crisis-at-the-greater-horn-of-africa-.cid410660


�  
07.06.19 
MARTIN LEMBERG-PEDERSEN HAS WRITTEN AN ARTICLE IN POV 
INTERNATIONAL ON THE DISCOURSE IN DANISH IMMIGRATION POLICIES AND 
THE DANISH MEDIA’S RESPONSIBILITIES IN THIS REGARD  
Martin talks of traditional parties’ placation of anti-immigration rhetorics as partly 
responsible, but focuses particularly on Danish media managements’ reduction of their 
responsibility to the pursuit of clicks, conflicts and profits; a landscape easily decode and 
weaponized by the extreme right wing. Read the entire article here 
 
 
 

�  
08.05.19 
BOOK REVIEW: GIULIA SELMI FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF VERONA HAS WRITTEN 
A BOOK REVIEW OF MARLENE SPANGER AND MAY-LEN SKILREI'S ANTHOLOGY 
"PROSTITUTION RESEARCH IN CONTEXT: METHODOLOGY, REPRESENTATION 
AND POWER"   
The publication is the second release of the Interdisciplinary Studies' Sex for Sale series 
"Prostitution Research in Context". Read the review here  
 
 
 
G R S   in  the  Media 

�
>> 24.06.19 Politiken has interviewed Martin Lemberg-Pedersen on the humane framing of The 
Danish Social-Liberal Party's (Radikale Venstre) immigration policy as an in-reality paradox. Read 
the article here

https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/martin-lemberg-pedersen-has-written-an-article-in-pov-international-on-the-discourse-in-danish-immigration-policies-and-the-danish-media-s-responsibilities-in-this-regard-.cid409359
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/book-review--giulia-selmi-from-the-university-of-verona-has-written-a-book-review-of-marlene-spanger-and-may-len-skilbrei-s-anthology--prostitution-research-in-context--methodology--representation-and-power--.cid407442
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/24-june-2019.cid410522


�
>> 13.06.19 Martin Lemberg-Pedersen was interviewed by Der Spiegel on the Danish 
politicians’ attempt to create a deportation Island inside Denmark. Read the interview 
here

�
>> 13.06.19 During the Israeli election in April, Danny Raymond was interviewed by Tv2 on 
Netanyahu’s claim to annexure more settlements on the West Bank. Read the article here

�
>> 11.06.19 Martin Lemberg-Pedersen was interviewed  by Vice on how the Danish 
election reveals the normalization of anti-immigration politics in Europe. Read the article 
here 

�
>> 07.06.19 Martin Lemberg-Pedersen was interviewed by Berlingske on the misleading 
election-manual presented by the political party Venstre. Read the interview here

https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/13-june-2019.cid409791
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/13-june-2019.cid409789
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/11-june-2019.cid409752
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/7-june-2019.cid409358


�
>> 24.05.19 Anja Kublitz was interviewed by Politiken on the claimed increased crime rate 
for people with Muslim origins in Denmark as suggested by Pernille Vermund. Read the 
entire article here 
 
 
Want to know more?

Follow GRS on Facebook or visit our website here

�

https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/24-may-2019.cid408481
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalRefugeeStudies/
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs

